
is recent revelations about cancer
and Parkinson’s aside, Billy
Connolly hasn’t been someone I’d
normally associate with
emotional sensitivity. And his

brash delivery certainly wouldn’t be my first
thought when it comes to the deeply emotive
topic of redundancy.

But Billy was remarkably insightful when he
spoke of his own experience of losing his job,
observing how it makes people feel useless and
echoes the American psychologist Martin
Seligman’s concept of “learned helplessness”.

Local authorities have difficult decisions to
make about funding and my track record in
physical disability and accessible housing wasn’t
flavour of the month with senior managers who
often had little experience of such practice
areas. Posts had to go and I was one of the
seven managers who went. 

The dreaded meeting with my senior
manager and an HR colleague took place, and
that was that. Uselessness or hopelessness
began to fall on me like snow falls from the
skies. Clouds of uselessness gathered around me
as the news was delivered, clinging to me for a
few moments like a pervasive depression. 

Faced by a silent and experienced HR officer
and my line manager, it seemed that I could
give two possible responses. On the one hand, I
could bluff it out and adopt a ‘devil may care’
attitude or, on the other, I could cry loudly and
beg for my post until they relented in the face of
such a pathetic sight. I knew instantly that the
two people in front of me were hard cases and
wouldn’t change their mind in the face of a
small, balding, loudly sobbing man. 

So, I adopted the first plan and decided to
bluff it out. I adopted a poker-face. I accepted
the news with mock stoicism. I left the room

with apparent purpose to find some obscure
hiding place in the shabby social services
building. I needed to reflect on what had just
happened, although reflection was difficult
given that 25 years of effort and achievement
had crashed to the ground.

I needed to speak to others and two
colleagues were nearby waiting for their own
interview. But what could they say? They were
hardly likely to swap places with me. My
colleagues accepted my own news and sounded
suitably shocked. What could they do as their
own form of helplessness descended on them?

Luckily they knew my intense dislike of
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A survivor’s guide to
getting
the ...

In a climate of cutbacks, job insecurity is a stress faced by many
social workers. Stuart Finch describes the emotional rollercoaster
he went on after being made redundant earlier this year and how
initial feelings of despair and “uselessness” eventually evolved into
something quite different. 
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nurture positive emotions. I did encounter a
deeper reverence for nature and for the natural
world outside the office and my own front
door. I walked along the hedgerows near my
home for hours at a time and, little by little, I
passed through the useless phase towards
something else, although it didn’t come easily
or quickly. My hopelessness slipped away as the
hedgerows blossomed and the season turned to
summer.

I developed a new sense of proportion and
engagement. My contractual relationship with

an employer had ended but that relationship
had been nothing more than employment. Yes,
people that I didn’t esteem remained in
employment while I had been dumped, but that
mattered less and less as the days passed. 

I began to clean the house with a new vigour.
I taught myself to enjoy making meals for my
‘husband designate’. I became the active home
maker as part of my self-healing. I had never
taken much interest in cleaning until this point
and increasingly saw the attractions of polished
surfaces, beginning to detect that obsessional
part of my personality! 

I reacquainted myself with social work values
as part of my active re-learning. I reached out
to embrace my tried and tested personal
qualities. I wasn’t just Stuart the Team Manager
but Stuart who could be a leader in his own life.
I was very much more than the local authority
had encouraged me to be.

I now planned my own future. It’s fair to say
that I watched the inspirational Shirley
Valentine a few times together with my partner.
I always held him close to me by the end of the
film. We’ve been together for nearly 30 years
and are going strong despite the recent
disruption to our life. Through all the changes,
he remained supportive and in that time he
didn’t become helpless to himself or useless for
me.

I developed a business plan for a private
social work practice and threw myself into
activity that involved issues and perspectives
larger than my own recent history. I put into
place ideas I’ve had before but never found the
time to develop. 

It has been a struggle to weave together the
funding streams but after life with the local
authority I’m ready to be self-employed for the
first time. I rely on fewer and fewer people and
organisations and I’m thankful for a growing
sense of independent thought and opportunity. 

The feeling of uselessness following
redundancy didn’t last long. Uselessness was
dispelled by an increasing feeling of
achievement. The learned helplessness noted by
Seligman dissipated quietly, cast aside in favour
of purposeful activity. As Shirley Valentine
might say: “You’re only 51 Stuart!”

It’s time to engage with the world as a re-
invigorated, experienced, social worker
in private practice.

BASW’s trade union arm, the Social Workers
Union, provides a team of dedicated officers
able to advise and help members with their
work issues.

The SWU duty line is available to BASW 
members from 9am to 4.30pm weekdays on 
0121 622 8413 or can be contacted by emailing
swu@basw.co.uk
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emotional displays and they wisely made tea
instead – the British still make tea in times of
emotional upset. In typical social services
fashion the cup was cracked, with the
obligatory dark ring at the bottom.

I worked my notice period like a condemned
man, becoming more helpless as time passed.
It’s difficult to be an innovative manager when
your tenure of post is time limited. Why go to
“going forward” meetings when you aren’t
personally going anywhere? Why take an
interest in NHS colleagues and their perpetual
reforms when the joint commissioning team
are already having meetings with new
apparatchiks? The team I managed were fine
and they displayed a mixture of pity for an
individual facing adversity and helplessness in
dealing with a manager on the fast-track to
unemployment.

I had tempted fate in the past by joking
about people having “permanent unpaid leave”,
only to find that I had myself now been
afforded this unusual offer. I had a few phone
calls from geographically distant colleagues
offering the usual platitudes about “things will
get better”.  I restrained my temptation to laugh
and/or cry.

Redundancy makes us all useless and an
inability to help a colleague in distress was their
own form of this. I’m sure that some people
viewed my departure as an impending
bereavement, while others viewed it as a
judgement on my practice. Amongst colleagues
I perceived imminent redundancy as my own
personal shame. It was like embarrassing myself
at a social gathering only for that
embarrassment to be recorded and broadcast in
front of friends and family on each working day. 

The last day came and went and I made sure
that I was nowhere near the usual office
location. I’d made it clear to my manager and
colleagues that I would work to the very end,
although in retrospect this mindset was a
classic case of denial. I was unable to grasp
thoughts about the future when familiar faces
reminded me of the unhelpful present. 

After being unceremoniously dumped, I
sulked around the house for a few weeks, my
depression stalking me. 

Trying to move on, however, I eventually
started to work on meditation skills and to
develop a new sense of balance. I tried to

I’M SURE  THAT SOME PEOPLE VIEWED
MY DEPARTURE AS AN IMPENDING
BEREAVEMENT WHILST SOME VIEWED IT
AS A JUDGEMENT ON MY PRACTICE. I
PERCEIVED MY REDUNDANCY AS MY
OWN PERSONAL SHAME.

PSW

Keep calm 
and carry on

Being made redundant can trigger a range
of emotions which counsellors identify as

similar to those experienced by people facing
bereavement. These include shock, anger,
disbelief, denial, depression and guilt.

It is common to go through some of these
emotions more than once and even to get
stuck in one or more of the stages. On top of
this there can be feelings of embarrassment
and low self-esteem which, in turn, impact
upon motivation. Money worries can also
emerge as the new financial realities hit
home.

Research shows a clear link between
unemployment and declining physical and
mental health. To combat this, it is vital to keep
focused and stay in control of your life. That
means getting into a productive routine,
starting the day early and making lists of
tasks. Exercise is also vital and voluntary work
can help keep the mind active.

Employment law sets out the criteria for fair
dismissal and it is important employer’s meet
their legal obligations. BASW’s trade union
arm The Social Workers Union provides
more information about this on BASW’s
website – visit www.basw.co.uk/swu for
further details.

Advice on surviving redundancy
by a specialist online resource, 
Relaunch Your Career
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